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Abstract

Intelligent Resource Management for Large-scale Data
Stream Processing

Oliver Stein

With the increasing trend of using cloud computing resources, the efficient utilization
of these resources becomes more and more important. Working with data stream
processing is a paradigm gaining in popularity, with tools such as Apache Spark
Streaming or Kafka widely available, and companies are shifting towards real-time
monitoring of data such as sensor networks, financial data or anomaly detection.
However, it is difficult for users to efficiently make use of cloud computing resources
and studies show that a lot of energy and compute hardware is wasted.

We propose an approach to optimizing resource usage in cloud computing
environments designed for data stream processing frameworks, based on bin packing
algorithms. Test results show that the resource usage is substantially improved as a
result, with future improvements suggested to further increase this. The solution was
implemented as an extension of the HarmonicIO data stream processing framework
and evaluated through simulated workloads.
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Examinator: Lars-Åke Nordén
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Sammanfattning

Trenden att använda resurser i datormoln ökar konstant och det blir alltmer viktigt att
utnyttja dessa resurser effektivt. Att arbeta med dataströmmar är en paradigm som har
sett ökande popularitet, med verktyg tillgängliga såsom Apache Spark Streaming eller
Kafka. Alltfler företag jobbar med data i realtid, exempelvis inom sensornätverk, finan-
siell analys eller övervakning för avvikelser i system. Forskning visar dock att det är
inte är trivialt att uppskatta hur man utnyttjar resurser i datormoln effektivt vilket leder
till att stora mängder resurser går till spillo.

Vi föreslår en lösning för att optimera nyttjandet av molnbaserade resurser, designad
för hantering av dataströmmar och baserad på bin packing-algoritmer. Testresultat av
lösningen visar att resursnyttjandet ökar markant som följd och föreslagen vidareut-
veckling pekar på ännu bättre effektivisering. Lösningen implementerades som en för-
längning av HarmonicIO, ett ramverk för hantering av dataströmmar, och simulerade
arbetsbelastningar användes för att utvärdera systemet.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction

Cloud computing is increasing in popularity and advances in the field has led to many
applications moving towards a cloud-centralized approach [1]. With concepts like data
streaming gaining larger influence in the industry [2], and tools like Kafka1 or Spark
Streaming2 widely available, moving such solutions to the cloud is also an increasingly
common strategy. As an example, many application servers or storage platforms today
are hosted on virtual machines (VMs) and hardware managed by either private, public
or hybrid cloud providers [3].

An increasingly popular tool, container technology is a lightweight alternative to vir-
tual machines where the containers share the underlying operating system (OS) rather
than relying on a separate guest OS. Containers are isolated and easy to maintain en-
vironments that can host applications or process data on their own, all running on the
same host machine. For example, Adufu et al. propose that in the High Performance
Computing (HPC) field, Docker3 containers provide a faster alternative to running ap-
plications on bare virtual machines [4]. Combining this with the isolation advantage, a
container-based approach to a data streaming framework may be worth investigating.

Cugola and Margara [2] discuss how the concept of data stream processing, or informa-
tion flow processing, has evolved from the traditional approach of database management
systems and batch data processing to meet the new demands of systems of a real-time
nature, like sensor networks, financial analysis or security and anomaly detection sys-
tems. According to them, in this scenario data is considered to be unbounded, without
guarantees about ordering and inappropriate for long term storage and processing. In-
stead, data is typically processed as it arrives and the result passed on, discarding data
no longer needed.

Considering the potential benefits of container technology and the nature of data stream-
ing, the question then arises whether a container-based data streaming platform would
be viable. One of the challenges in the cloud domain is efficient utilization of provi-
sioned computing resources. The problem that arises is examined in section 2.

With this thesis project an intelligent resource management system is proposed to tackle
this challenge, and is implemented in the HarmonicIO data streaming platform [5]. It
has been developed in conjunction with the HASTE4 research project with the aim of be-
ing used for scientific computing applications, such as microscopy image analysis, and

1https://kafka.apache.org/
2https://spark.apache.org/
3https://www.docker.com/what-container
4http://haste.research.it.uu.se/
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2 Problem statement

has been tested and evaluated through simulations and comparisons to the previous ver-
sion of HarmonicIO. The basis for the resource management system design is research
in the optimization problem and cloud computing fields about similar applications and
solutions.

The main novelty of the proposed system is to approach the resource management prob-
lem in a container-based ecosystem with the use of bin packing algorithms to achieve
this. This is in contrast to traditional bare-VM management which is a more well-known
area.

2 Problem statement

There are several problems within cloud computing that are frequent subjects of re-
search. One issue related to efficiency in energy consumption is the underutilization of
hardware in cloud provider data centers [6]. The general problem is that in many cases
the resources in use are less than the allocated resources, often below 50% utilization
according to several studies [7], [8]. One cause is that users are often poor at estimating
the required resources needed and over-allocate when requesting them [9]. Combining
this with the fact that commonly only a set of preset resource combinations (like CPU
cores, memory etc.) is available when requesting computing resources [10], it is not
trivial for a user to make efficient use of cloud resources. Often the user predicts a min-
imum requirement of one resource and finds a fit from the presets, which may lead to
over-provisioning the other resources of that preset.

Another end of the perspective is the cost efficiency of provisioning cloud resources.
Cloud providers are naturally interested in minimizing costs of providing their services
while upholding their quality to users. At the same time, users of cloud services want to
keep expenses low by not being wasteful with paid resources. Minimizing the amount
of resources needed to perform a task is a way to reduce the cost of provisioning them
and becomes a critical concern for both sides.

As an attempt at solving this problem, a resource management system will be imple-
mented and evaluated, based on a data stream processing framework called Harmoni-
cIO [5] (HIO). Details about the architecture of HIO is explained in further detail in
section 3.4. Breaking the problem down, two main issues can be formulated that a
resource management system should address in the HarmonicIO framework:

I Reducing the cost and improving the worker utilization of the streaming platform
by allocating new containers on the appropriate worker.

2



2 Problem statement

II Improving the resource utilization on a per-worker basis, optimizing for example
the CPU, memory. I/O and network usage across the running tasks on the worker
VM.

In terms of the architecture of HIO, problem I is closely related to the master node of
the system which has a global management role while problem II would relate more
to the individual worker nodes, which host the actual containers or Processing Engines
(PEs). While the two problems tie together and there could be a strong symbiosis in
systems that would solve them, in order to narrow down the scope of this thesis project
a solution to problem I will be the focus.

Looking closer at the problem it can be broken down into several sub-problems:

a) In order to increase efficiency, we want to host as many containers on each VM
as possible, prioritizing keeping the required amount of VMs low. The problem
then is how to decide whether and where a new container can be hosted.

b) Since the runtime characteristics of a container, such as it’s CPU or memory re-
quirements, are unknown when a client asks to host it, one problem is to get an
estimate of such characteristics.

c) The situation that a container is deemed not to fit in the system is undesirable
and there should always be extra resources available, thus another problem is the
decision on how many available resources to keep floating.

This captures the problems to be solved by the resource management system proposed
in this thesis. Next the objective and goals are discussed.

2.1 Objective: Improving worker utilization

Solving the problems a, b and c defined above outlines the main goal of the project.
However it is important that the system is not overburdened by complex and time con-
suming mechanisms, due to the on-demand and high availability nature of a data stream-
ing platform.

Firstly, problems a) and b) are related in the sense that in order to know how to optimally
fit a container in a set of available VMs, information about its characteristics is needed.
However, the HIO system does not currently take this into account when a user requests
the hosting of a container. In this situation, profiling the container at runtime provides a
way to consider such data if the same container were to be hosted again in the future.

3



2 Problem statement

Secondly, solving problem c) should keep a minimal amount of available resources
floating in order to provide new requests of data processing quick access. However,
keeping idle resources is a cost in energy and money, and this should be kept at a min-
imum as well. As such, there is a constant decision of starting new or shutting down
existing VMs, and as the workload of the system is highly dynamic an adaptive or online
solution likely handles the problem best.

Summarizing these features into a list, we can outline a set of desired goals of the
resource manager:

• The amount of idle workers in the system should be kept as low as possible while
keeping the CPU utilization above 90% per utilized worker.

• The number of available idle workers should be proportional in some way to pre-
dicted changes to the amount in hosting requests.

• The overhead from the resource manager shall not degrade the performance ca-
pabilities of the master node of the HIO system.

2.2 Related work

Various approaches to the underutilization problem have previously been proposed and
evaluated, a common one being to introduce some kind of feedback to better model
and optimize the utilization of physical resources. Ghanbari et al. [11] propose using
a Kalman filter to minimize a cost function, which can be formulated based on oper-
ational resource costs and the SLA for an application. The Kalman filter provides a
model of the application characteristics that update over time and provide increasingly
accurate predictions of the future behaviour. In a similar project, Kalyvianaki et al. [12]
use Kalman filters to create a resource allocation manager that tracks CPU usage and
dynamically updates the allocations to match fluctuating workloads.

These approaches target the usage of resources on bare virtual machine hosts in data
centers. The solution we propose in this thesis builds on the same idea of adaptive
utilization monitoring by profiling characteristics of running applications in order to
schedule them more efficiently, but instead running them as containers.

Tomás and Tordsson [13] propose using overbooking with a risk assessment model for
retaining tolerable performance levels, in order to achieve a target level of resource
utilization over multiple dimensions (CPU, memory, network I/O etc.) simultaneously.
This addresses the issue of a user overestimating the needed resources and allows servers
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3 Background

to host applications in a more resource-efficient way, especially with regard to collocat-
ing applications using different resource types. This is in line with our approach, the
main difference being that the choice or estimation of required resources is put on the
scheduler rather than the user.

Another technique that has seen use in cloud scheduling contexts is bin packing. For
example, Song et al. [14] use bin packing to build a resource manager for cloud centres
that can dynamically reallocate applications based on their workload. The bin packing
algorithm they developed allows reducing the required amount of active VMs to host the
workloads. This inspired the approach proposed in this work with regards to using bin
packing, however instead applying it to container-based workloads and without moving
already allocated workloads.

As can be seen for example in the Red Hat Linux documentation5, the cgroups function-
ality for Linux allows setting limits for processes’ resources, a feature explained in the
Docker documentation6. Similarly to the work of Monsalve et al. [15], this possibility
to cap the maximum CPU share over a given time period for a container is of particular
interest for our solution. Using this feature it is then possible to implement a bin packing
algorithm where the item sizes relate to workload resource caps.

3 Background

The following subsections provide a short introduction of relevant background theory
and describe the technologies used to give a better understanding of the system. The
key mission of the HIO platform is to be a data stream processing framework, with the
data processing taking place in Docker containers. To solve the issue of using resources
efficiently, bin packing algorithms are explored as a possibility.

3.1 Data stream processing

As put by Narkhede, data stream processing can be seen as “a programming paradigm
for processing unbounded data sets” [16]. When working with data streams, data is con-
tinuously provided from sources such as sensor networks, financial analysis or anomaly
detection systems just to name a few examples. Labelling this as information flow pro-
cessing, Cugola and Margara [2] describe this in terms of information sources, sinks,

5https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red hat enterprise linux/6/html/resource
management guide/sec-cpu and memory-use case

6https://docs.docker.com/config/containers/resource constraints/
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3 Background

processing engines and processing rules and managers.

According to this view, data flows from sources through processing engines, which
process the information according to rules set by managers, and output the resulting
information to sinks creating new flows. One can build chains combining one sink to
another source, to create complex information processing workflows. The key is that
these are continuous operations, and new information is pushed through the flow as it
arrives.

In the case of HIO, the users play the role of both information source and rule manager.
As will be further explained in section 3.4, they send stream requests containing both
data to be processed and the instructions on how to process it, including the definition
of the information sinks.

3.2 Containers and Docker

Container technology stems from Linux Containers (LXC) and as mentioned has be-
come one of the main tools in cloud computing solutions [17]. Docker is an extension
of LXC and provides a framework and tools to work with containers. Some of the
useful features Docker provides include the ability to publish container images to an
online hub from which they can be distributed to Docker clients, and the monitoring
and control tools available for running containers.

As Bernstein explains in his IEEE Cloud Tidbits column [17], a container image con-
tains all the information making up an executable environment, such as libraries, filesys-
tems and configurations, that when deployed provides an instance of this environment.
The underlying OS is shared between containers, but the environments are isolated and
can be setup with completely different libraries and configurations, without interfering
with each other.

The appeal of such images is that they can be created, maintained, shared and deployed
easily. Offering applications through containers improves portability and allows pack-
age dependencies and libraries to be isolated per container as not to interfere between
applications.

As mentioned in section 2.2, Docker offers the possibility to set a cap on the CPU usage
of a running container. In combination with profiling the containers to estimate their
CPU usage, this allows the system to host an appropriate number of containers on a
host while still utilizing the CPU efficiently, in order to maximize resource utilization.

The role of containers in the HarmonicIO platform is that of user-defined data pro-
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3 Background

cessing units, where they contain everything necessary to receive a stream of data and
process it. This is explained further in section 3.4, along with a more detailed overview
of how HIO works.

3.3 Bin packing algorithms

Bin packing algorithms is a set of algorithms aimed at solving the problem of placing
an input list of items into a number of containers, or bins, using as few of these bins
as possible. Online bin packing algorithms are defined as algorithms where each item
in the input list is considered and placed in order one by one without knowledge about
the following items, according to Seiden [18] and Coffman et al. [19]. The decision is
thus solely based on currently available knowledge at each point in time. Seiden also
details a factor called the asymptotic performance ratio [18], here denoted R, which is
the factor of how far an algorithm is from the optimal solution, regardless of the input.
In general, online bin packing algorithms will use RO bins, where O is the number of
bins used in the optimal solution.

Despite the solution not always being optimal, several online bin packing algorithms
perform well enough and have been the subject of several studies and analyses [20],
[21], [22], [23], and are seemingly usable approximations of the solution.

3.3.1 The Any-Fit algorithms

In their work, Epstein et al. [20] studies and compare several online bin packing algo-
rithms. One set of these, the Any-Fit group, consist of relatively simple algorithms with
the lowest proven worst-case performance ratio of the group of R = 1.7. The algo-
rithms with this ratio are the First-Fit and Almost-Worst-Fit. The general approach of
an Any-Fit algorithm is as described in algorithm 1. The input to the algorithm is a list
of items, L = (a1, a2, . . . , an), ai 2 (0, 1], which are to be packed in the same order as
provided in the list and according to some selection criterion. ai denotes the size of the
item to pack. The criterion is what separate the different algorithms in the group, and
is generalized in algorithm 1. B = (b1, b2, . . . , bm) is the list of active bins needed to
pack the items, and m is thus the total amount of bins required to pack the items in the
input list L when the algorithm has finished. A new bin is only allocated when the item

7
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is larger than the space available in each of the active bins.

Algorithm 1: Any-Fit algorithm
for i := 1 to n do

begin
find available bin ba in B according to criterion
if ai fits in ba then

place ai in bin ba

else
allocate new bin bnew and add to B

place ai in bin bnew

end
end

end

First-Fit With the First-Fit (or FF) algorithm, the criterion when searching for a suit-
able bin is to find the first available bin in the list in which the current item fits.

Almost-Worst-Fit The Almost-Worst-Fit (AWF) algorithm, on the contrary, searches
for the bin with the second-least amount of space that fits the item and places it there.

As previously stated, the two different algorithms both yield a performance ratio of
R = 1.7, but depending on the input data provide spatially different results. With a
uniform distribution of item sizes, it is intuitive to see that the FF algorithm tends to fill
the earlier bins in the list to a higher degree, while the AWF algorithm would result in
a more even waste of space in each bin. In addition, FF and AWF are both O(n log n)-
time and O(n)-space, thus both are interesting in terms of performance and give a choice
of how the wasted space in the bins is spread across the bins.

3.4 HASTE and HarmonicIO

HASTE7 (Hierarchical Analysis of Spatial and Temporal Data) is a research project that
aims to provide a large-scale data stream processing platform with intelligent storage
tier capabilities, appropriate for scientific image analysis applications such as electron
microscopy imaging. The underlying platform providing the streaming capabilities is
the HarmonicIO [5] system by Torruangwatthana et al., a data streaming platform rely-

7http://haste.research.it.uu.se/
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Figure 1: The HarmonicIO design concept as described in [5, Fig. 1]. The system con-
sists of a master node, worker nodes and stream connectors, where solid lines indicate
communication and dotted lines P2P data transfer.

ing on user-provided Docker containers as the processing engines for the streamed data.
The main functionality of the HIO system is to host containers, needed by the end user
for processing data, in a cluster of virtual machines. A conceptual description of this
architecture is provided in figure 1, portraying how the system consists of a master node,
worker nodes and the client connections, or stream connectors. The master manages the
workers and the containers are hosted on worker nodes.

In a typical scenario, a user would build a Docker image that can perform some analysis
on data he or she needs processed, upload this to DockerHub8, and send a request to a
HIO server to host a number of these containers. When these have been deployed and
are running, the user can start streaming their data to the HIO master which will forward
the streams to containers to process it as they were designed to.

With the goal of the HASTE project in mind, managing streaming of larger data ob-
jects as opposed to the common case of smaller objects becomes the focus. While
several well-known and widely used streaming frameworks exist, such as Apache Spark
Streaming or Kafka, these may not be optimal for this use case. In a comparison and
benchmark [24] between the two frameworks and HIO, Blamey et al. suggest that these
popular frameworks may not be as well suited for this task. The reason why HIO pro-
vides an interesting alternative is that being based on peer-to-peer (P2P) technology,
it allows faster transfer of files with less CPU resources being used by the cluster for
receiving the data. In turn, this leads to more available processing power.

As of the beginning of this project, HIO lacks any form of resource management, which
is a key part of cloud computing environments. This presents an opportunity to design
and implement an extension of the platform. Thus, this project aims to design an intel-

8https://docs.docker.com/docker-hub/
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4 System design

ligent resource management system based on bin packing for managing containers in a
cluster of worker VMs, as well as actually implementing a proof of concept of this sys-
tem by extending the HarmonicIO platform in order to evaluate the design. This design
is fully explained in section 4.

3.4.1 HarmonicIO system architecture

A brief overview of the HIO architecture is given in order to explain some features we
refer to later. As mentioned, the streaming platform is based on three components [5],
as apparent in figure 1, which are described in the following definition list:

Master The master node of HIO is responsible for maintaining the state of the system,
keeping track of what worker nodes are connected, their availability, accepting
stream requests to a stream message queue when no workers are available and
starting containers, or Processing Engines (PEs) as per user requests.

Worker The workers nodes are VMs that are connected and continuously reporting to
the Master node, and can be seen as a pool or set of available streaming endpoints.
The workers host PEs which contain the user-defined instructions to process data
that is streamed to the PE via P2P from the stream connectors.

Stream connector The stream connector acts as the client to the HIO platform, pro-
viding a REST API for the user. The API allows requesting the address of a PE,
which becomes the endpoint for the user to start streaming data to. A stream re-
quest consists of both the data to be processed, and the docker container and tag
that a PE needs to run to process the data.

4 System design

We name the system that has been designed to solve the problems defined in section 2
the Intelligent Resource Manager system, or IRM for short. The IRM system has been
implemented as an extension of the HIO framework, and in this section the methodol-
ogy, architecture and parameters of this extension are presented.

10



4 System design

4.1 Resource management method

In short, the task of the IRM system is to optimally decide where to host a container in
the available set of worker machines in a cluster; optimally meaning the lowest possible
number of workers needed. In addition, the IRM is to give an indication to the HIO
system of whether it can and should scale up or down the number of workers.

Using online bin packing to achieve near-optimal container placement within the worker
set by modelling the workers as the bins and containers’ various resource footprints as
the item sizes, the amount of workers can be kept at a minimum. Doing this, the bin
packing result also gives an indication on whether to scale up or down the number of
workers as we can tell how many workers are needed to fit the current workload. Thus
the IRM system repeatedly performs a bin packing run to evaluate where to host queued
container requests. We consider this autoscaling reactive up, reactive down, since it is a
direct response of the bin packing outcome.

One concern is to avoid moving around already packed items, since this operation would
require aborting running containers and hosting them on different virtual machines. This
would disrupt the processing of data and the client would need to be notified and, either
picking up from where it stopped or starting over, connect to a new streaming endpoint.
Instead we impose the requirement onto the bin packing algorithm that already packed
items cannot be moved. As long as the bin space is modelling a quantity that would
not suffer from fragmentation, we can reason that the bin packing algorithms discussed
in section 3.3.1 would not be hindered by this additional requirement; it is still only
a matter of finding a bin with enough space by a numerical amount, not a continuous
section of space that is large enough. Arguably CPU shares and network bandwidth are
unaffected by fragmentation in this case. Memory on the other hand might be negatively
impacted if the containers finish out of order, leaving the memory space fragmented.

For this proof of concept, only the CPU usage is measured in the interest of time, as
multi-dimensional bin packing would add more complexity. Specifically the average
CPU usage of a specific container image becomes the metric used as item size for the
bin packing algorithm. Thus the bin packing problem is the standard one-dimensional
case. The average is measured as a moving average, sampling a window of historical
values and calculating the average within this window.

In order to satisfy the goal of keeping a proportional amount of workers readily available
for hosting containers, a number of extra workers are kept available as a buffer. In
our design, the number is logarithmically proportional to the number of bins required
according to the packing algorithm. This keeps the buffer slightly larger in the situation
where few workers are active, decreasing as more workers become active. In theory the
cluster is more sensitive to increases in request pressure when few workers are active,
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4 System design

since VMs have a notable startup time, and the buffer should follow this behaviour.

Furthermore, to keep up with changes in the streaming load, the IRM also schedules
new containers when the processing of requests is too slow, and containers are self-
terminating based on idleness. Here, the rate of change (ROC) of the stream request
queue gives an indication if there is a need to start more containers. The container
autoscaling can be considered proactive up, reactive down.

Because of the starting time of VMs, the IRM provides a target amount of workers
needed rather than attempting to scale up or down as soon as it notices changes in
trends. Thus the scaling is incremental, and it is up to HIO to approach these targets.

4.2 IRM architecture

A schematic overview of the IRM system and its various subcomponents is provided in
figure 2. As shown, there are several parts which contribute to the container scheduling
and autoscaling process: the container queue, worker profiler, container allocator
and load predictor components. Together, these form the Intelligent Resource Man-
ager. Next the components are examined in closer detail.

4.2.1 Container queue

The container queue holds a list of container requests that are to be allocated on the
workers in the cloud. It is a FIFO queue and acts as the list of input items to be pro-
cessed by the bin packing algorithm in the container allocator. Each container item
has information about the container such as its size, the container image name and so
on. Since some of the item data is based on the worker profiler metrics, it is subject to
change and is periodically updated by the profiler while waiting in the queue.

Containers can be scheduled both from user requests or internally when the load predic-
tor decides that the system needs to scale up. In order to avoid scenarios where container
requests are re-queued indefinitely, each individual request also contains a time to live
or TTL variable. This variable decreases each time the item enters the queue until it is 0,
at which point the request is silently dropped. This could otherwise happen if more con-
tainers keep getting scheduled when autoscaling, but the cluster does not have resources
to host them.
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Worker Profiler
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Container Scaling

Figure 2: Architecture overview of the IRM subcomponents. In particular the commu-
nication is drawn with dashed lines, showing the direction of data and communication.

4.2.2 Container allocator

In order to optimally allocate containers in the available set of workers, the container
allocator is in charge of running the bin packing algorithm through the bin packing
manager. Following the Any-Fit approach from section 3.3.1, in this context a bin is
represented by a worker VM and an item by the container requests. Open bins are
represented by VMs that are active and providing computing resources. Each bin has
a capacity of 1, and the item size is in the range (0, 1] and represents the average CPU
usage as a fraction of 1 (100% CPU).

With this representation, the bin packing algorithm is performed at a regular interval,
which is a configurable parameter. For the purpose of this thesis work, only the First-Fit
algorithm has been implemented, but the bin packing manager is designed to accept any
valid Any-Fit bin packing algorithm. The output is the number of worker VMs required
to provide enough CPU resources to host the current workload, and a container hosting
layout. This layout tells HIO what container requests to host on what worker, and is put
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in an allocation queue.

As container requests enter the allocation queue they include the same information as
in the container queue, with the addition of the target bin. The queue is monitored and
requests are picked up as they enter it, getting forwarded to the target bin. In the event
that the worker can not host the request, such as when the VM is still starting up, the
request is stripped from any layout information and resubmitted to the container queue.

4.2.3 Worker profiler

The worker profiler component is responsible for gathering statistics on various charac-
teristics of the active containers during runtime. As mentioned in section 4.1, only the
average CPU usage is measured currently. This provides insight into typical require-
ments of container images that users want to be hosted on the HIO platform, and these
characteristics are used to determine how future container requests are hosted.

There are two sides to the profiler; one part is responsible for pushing the characteristics
data from the worker nodes to the master node and operate within the worker nodes.
The other part resides in the master node and uses the pushed data to track changes
to these characteristics and update the containers in both the container and allocation
queues waiting to be started, based on these changes.

The profiler checks the CPU usage of all locally running containers on each worker
regularly and creates an average per worker, which is reported to the master node. The
master aggregates these averages and creates an average based on the last historical val-
ues within a sliding time window, which becomes the item size for subsequent container
requests.

4.2.4 Load predictor

The main task of the load predictor is to predict when to scale up the number of PEs,
ideally with enough time to allow the system to prepare the needed computing resources
to cope with increases in streaming requests without congestion.

The main metrics that the load predictor tracks is the length of the stream message
queue length and its ROC. Intuitively, if the queue is growing, this means that stream
requests are being sent to the streaming platform faster than the PEs can process them.
Therefore, looking at trends on the ROC of the queue length gives a good indication of
whether the system needs more containers to process the data.
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The up-scaling action can have 4 different causes, listed below in order of increasing
importance:

1. Message queue length is above the queue length limit.

2. The ROC is above a lower positive threshold.

3. Queue length is above the limit and the ROC is not below the minimum negative
threshold.

4. The ROC is above a larger positive threshold.

From these causes, 1 and 2 result in a smaller up-scaling while 3 and 4 result in a larger
up-scaling. The prediction is done at a set interval, and after determining whether to
scale up and send container hosting requests to the container queue, there is a cool-
down timer before the load predictor can decide to scale up again.

4.3 System parameters

As briefly noted earlier, there are several parameters for the IRM system that the user can
configure in order to better suit their goals. In table 1 is listed all the user-configurable
parameters, with explanations, that allow fine-tuning the behaviour of the IRM system.
Also listed are default values used for the scope of this extension; these are vaguely
based on heuristics during testing and are not definite.

Furthermore, two additional parameters for the HIO workers have been added in this
extension, the report interval which defines the frequency in seconds for how often
the worker sends a status report to the master, and the container idle timeout which
dictates the amount of time in seconds that a PE will remain active waiting for a data
stream before gracefully self-terminating.
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Table 1: All the parameters for the IRM system that a user can configure, along with ex-
planations and default values. These can all be found in a JSON-formatted configuration
file, read by the IRM system at startup.

Parameter name Explanation Default
value

packing interval
Interval in seconds between performing the
bin packing algorithm 1

default cpu share
Initial guess of CPU size of unencountered
container images 0.125

profiling interval
Interval in seconds between how often
worker profiler updates queued container
requests

4

predictor interval
Interval in seconds between predicting load
and determining scaling action 1

lower rate limit Lower positive threshold for load predictor 2

upper rate limit Upper positive threshold for load predictor 5

slowdown rate Negative threshold for load predictor �2

queue size limit Message queue length limit for load predic-
tor

10

scaleup waiting time Cool-down time for load predictor scaleup
actions

10

large scaleup amount Large scaleup quantity for load predictor 2

small scaleup amount Small scaleup quantity for load predictor 1

container request TTL
Initial time-to-live counter for container re-
quests 1
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5 Testing the resource management systems

In section 2.1 the objectives of the system were defined, and in this section the method
of testing and evaluating the system is described. The goal with testing is to evaluate
whether or not the objectives are achieved and how well where quantifiable. The gen-
eral performance and stability is also evaluated, as well as the impact of various IRM
configuration parameters.

Another goal with the testing is to compare the IRM-extended version of HIO to how
it performed before this project from a user perspective. In previous work on HIO [5],
Torruangwatthana et al. performed tests to measure the throughput that can be achieved
in terms of streaming images to processing engine endpoints. The same tests will be per-
formed again, and the results will give insight into how the resource manager component
impacts the performance of HIO, such as whether there is an improvement or decrease
in throughput or latency for example. Since the previous setup was a static environ-
ment where workers and PEs were started manually, allowing the system to scale these
automatically also indicates whether there is an improvement in resource efficiency.

Thus three groups of tests were designed and conducted; the stability tests, improvement
tests and finally the bin packing performance tests. To test the stability and overall
functionality of the systems, they will be subject to a set of simulated runs, where a
simulated client will streaming requests and queries to the system and gather metrics
of the system over time. This will provide insight in interesting statistics such as used
VMs, CPU utilization efficiency and throughput.

In all the test configurations, the master and worker VM nodes are all hosted on VMs
with 8 VCPUs and 16GB of RAM, in the UPPMAX region of the OpenStack-based
SNIC science cloud. Other machines, such as client simulators, are also hosted here
unless stated otherwise. It is also important to note that for the purpose of testing the
system, the cluster is set up to host a number of accessible worker VMs that are always
turned on and connected to the HIO master, which can be seen as a worker pool. This is
because currently, HIO does not support automatically starting and shutting down VMs
and connecting to them. Thus, the master has been given the ability to mark worker VMs
as active or inactive, which imitates the ideal behaviour of being able to turn on and off
worker VMs for the testing. This imitation does not however include the behaviour of
VMs having a start-up time.

In order to perform these simulations a tool was developed that allows the user to pro-
vide a configuration of actions for the simulator to run over a provided period of time.
The simulator is described next, after which the different tests are defined.
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5.1 Simulator tool

The simulator acts as a client to the HIO system. It is configured with a JSON file that
describes the simulation including the duration and all events that should occur, as well
as address details for connecting to the HIO master. These events can be periodic or
single actions. The possible actions are hosting requests and data stream requests. Part
of an example configuration is shown in listing 1, which describes a periodic stream
request occurring every 5 seconds, starting after 20 seconds have passed from the sim-
ulation start time. The Docker container image and tag to be used for the PE are hio-
processing-engine and cpu100time20 respectively, and 4 data objects targeting this PE
will be sent every time.

Listing 1: An example of an event in the simulation configuration, a stream request with
a specified PE, frequency and number of data objects.

{
"type" : "stream_req",
"c_name" : "hio-processing-engine:cpu100time20",
"num" : 4,
"periodic" : true,
"time" : 20,
"frequency" : 5

}

As the simulator starts, it will read the configuration file and determine all events that
should occur during the simulation scenario. All events are logged as they are pro-
cessed, the simulator continuously queries the HIO master for the current internal state,
gathering this data into a file with timestamps. In addition, after a finished run the cur-
rent IRM configuration parameters are noted, as well as the configurations of both the
HIO master and all worker nodes, in order to help keep track of configurations between
experiments. There are also options for a random offset range for when the events shall
trigger, both initially and periodically, and how often to poll the HIO master for the
system state.

5.2 Stability tests

The stability tests were conducted to verify that HIO with the IRM extension is robust
enough to run indefinitely under a varying system load. For this test, a set of four
clients on separate VMs will each stream a batch of 1200 image objects to HIO for a
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total of 5000 images, with a setup consisting of one master and two worker nodes. The
images are streamed in batches of 100 images, with a timeout period in between each
stream request that was randomized between 0-2 seconds for each batch. The requests
all contain the same data but require no processing by the PEs, i.e. the tests mainly
concern the transfer of data to the endpoints.

This test scenario was run over the course of 24 hours, during which time the CPU/RAM
usage and network I/O bandwidth was monitored for all HIO VMs. From this, plots
were generated to show the overall resource usage of the VMs over the 24h period, with
the goal evaluating the stability of the system and identifying any issues. The main
purpose of the plots are to identify any obvious anomalies in behaviour like extended
periods of stress, congestion or similar, and not so much the characteristics of the CPU
and memory usage or the network traffic. This also served as a checkpoint to pass before
moving on with further testing.

5.3 Improvement tests

In order to determine whether there are any improvements made with this extension of
HIO, the performance of the system from a user perspective was tested as well. One of
the testing strategies was a strong scaling test, in which a fixed number of objects were
streamed in several runs and for each run increasing the data size. This also further
indicates how well the system scales with increasing workload.

To compare to the earlier version of HIO, the results of the strong scaling test are com-
pared to a corresponding strong scaling test of the IRM-extended system. The addition
of the IRM provides dynamic scheduling which is compared to the static setups that
were run in previous work, with the results illustrated in [5, Fig. 6]. The same test was
conducted with the IRM component, and a graph comparing the result of the dynamic
and static setups is provided and explained further in 6. The setups for these test runs
were as follows:

i HIO with the IRM extension and five available workers.

ii HIO without the IRM extension, with five worker VMs each hosting a single PE
for a total of 5 PEs.

iii HIO without the IRM extension, with five worker VMs each hosting three PEs for
a total of 15 PEs.

Each test run consisted of streaming a total of 5000 image objects of fixed size to the
HIO master, while measuring the number of PEs (in setup i) and the time needed to
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stream the entire batch. Three different image sizes were used for each run, 2.5MB,
5MB and 10MB respectively. Thus a total of nine test runs are compared, three new and
six old, and the the resulting plot aggregates these runs into a singe strong scaling plot.

Another way of testing the performance was a container distribution test. For this test,
four clients were used to stream a total of 1000 images, with a setup of five HIO work-
ers and one master. In addition, each stream request had a five second workload of
100% single core usage, and the following IRM parameters set: default cpu share at
0.5, container request TTL at 1 and container idle timeout at 1. This test was repeated
five times, and each time the distribution of PEs and the total processing time was moni-
tored. This test provides insight both in how the workload is spread with the bin packing
algorithm, and more importantly how the IRM learns over time from profiling the char-
acteristics of the running containers and how this impacts the throughput.

Both the container distribution tests and the new strong scaling test were kindly con-
ducted and plotted by thesis supervisor Salman Toor, as these tests were closely related
to the testing methods used in previous work.

5.4 Bin packing performance tests

The bin packing performance tests made use of the simulator tool described in sec-
tion 5.1, and the purpose was to do a full system test of the IRM and bin packing
algorithm in action. In the interest of time and for the sake of this thesis project, only a
single test scenario was used, as defined in listing 2, and only a subset of the available
IRM parameters were modified for different test runs. The reason for only modifying
a subset was that within this simulated environment, not all parameters were deemed
likely to affect the behaviour in a manner related to the goal of the tests.

The scenario described in listing 2 has five events, three of which are periodic. These
periodic events aim to simulate lighter workloads that occur at a regular basis, which
should put some constant load on the system. The scenario is set to last 1800 seconds,
and the two remaining events occur at 600 and 1200 seconds respectively. These are
designed to simulate less frequent but heavier workloads, and here are meant to put
HIO and the IRM under more stress, to better evaluate how these situations are handled.
In addition, a random offset of 10 seconds and information polling interval of 5 seconds
are set.

The set of IRM parameters that were modified for different test runs are the follow-
ing: packing interval, profiling interval, default cpu share, scaleup waiting time, con-
tainer request TTL, as well as the report interval and container idle timeout from the
worker parameters. The reference values for these tests are the default values mentioned
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in table 1 and this configuration of parameters was run initially, both with and without
the container images downloaded to the workers. In order to try to isolate the changes
to each parameter, only one or two were modified from the reference at each test run,
with one exception case modifying three.

Using the data gathered, four different metrics are measured and plotted. The main
metric is the CPU utilization per bin over time, which helps determine how well the
bin packing implementation works and whether the IRM manages to keep the CPU
utilization above 90%. In order to validate the bin packing implementation, the error
between the CPU usage as seen by the bin packing manager and the actual measured
CPU usage is also plotted over time.

Furthermore the overhead in the number of workers is visualized by plotting the current
number of workers, the target number of workers and the number of bins allocated over
time. Since these tests are done in a limited setup with only four worker nodes available
in the cluster, it is important to differentiate between the current and target number of
workers to see the theoretical behaviour of the IRM, since the target may well go above
the available number of VMs. As such, plotting the target number of workers indicates
the theoretical behaviour in a situation where HIO would have access to an unlimited
number of VMs.

Finally the average CPU usage characteristic for the different container images used
during the test run is plotted over time. This can be used to validate the method of char-
acteristic measurement since this is a critical feature to get correct for the bin packing
algorithm to be of value.

The container images for PEs used to simulate the workloads are designed to occupy the
CPU at a target level for a specified amount of time. Upon receiving a stream request,
the PE will initiate an infinite Python script that uses a single CPU core constantly
at the target level, which is then terminated after the specified time and the request is
completed. All these docker images share the name hio-tester, with the various
tags defining the different target CPU usage levels and running durations; for example,
the image hio-tester:cpu100time20 will run a single CPU core at 100% usage
for 20 seconds before terminating. Interesting to note is that in an eight-core setup,
utilizing one CPU to it’s full potential corresponds to 12.5% system-wide CPU usage.
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Listing 2: The scenario description used for the bin packing performance tests, used by
the simulator tool.

” d u r a t i o n ” : 1800 ,
” p o l l i n g i n t e r v a l ” : 5 ,
” r a n d o m o f f s e t ” : 10 ,
” e v e n t s ” :
[

{
” t y p e ” : ” s t r e a m r e q ” ,
” c name ” : ” s n a p p l e 4 9 / hio� t e s t e r : cpu100t ime10 ” ,
”num” : 20 ,
” p e r i o d i c ” : t r u e ,
” t ime ” : 10 ,
” f r e q u e n c y ” : 60

} ,
{

” t y p e ” : ” s t r e a m r e q ” ,
” c name ” : ” s n a p p l e 4 9 / hio� t e s t e r : cpu100t ime30 ” ,
”num” : 20 ,
” p e r i o d i c ” : t r u e ,
” t ime ” : 30 ,
” f r e q u e n c y ” : 300

} ,
{

” t y p e ” : ” s t r e a m r e q ” ,
” c name ” : ” s n a p p l e 4 9 / hio� t e s t e r : cpu100t ime40 ” ,
”num” : 30 ,
” p e r i o d i c ” : f a l s e ,
” t ime ” : 600

} ,
{

” t y p e ” : ” s t r e a m r e q ” ,
” c name ” : ” s n a p p l e 4 9 / hio� t e s t e r : cpu100t ime40 ” ,
”num” : 40 ,
” p e r i o d i c ” : f a l s e ,
” t ime ” : 1200

} ,
{

” t y p e ” : ” s t r e a m r e q ” ,
” c name ” : ” s n a p p l e 4 9 / hio� t e s t e r : cpu100t ime20 ” ,
”num” : 20 ,
” p e r i o d i c ” : t r u e ,
” t ime ” : 50 ,
” f r e q u e n c y ” : 100

}
]
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6 Results

Here all the results and plots are presented, in the same order as the tests were presented
in section 5.

6.1 Stability results

(a) Incoming network traffic bandwidth per node over time. Mean values:
Master - 0.07MBit/s, Worker 1 - 8.3MBit/s, Worker 2 - 0.01MBit/s.

(b) Outgoing network traffic bandwidth per node over time. Mean values:
Master - 8.3MBit/s, Worker 1 - 0.1MBit/s, Worker 2 - 0.001MBit/s.

Figure 3: Plots showing the network bandwidth for incoming (a) versus outgoing (b)
traffic in MBit/s per node over time. Mean values are noted below each plot.

The metrics captured in the stability tests are plotted in figures 3 to 5, where the net-
work I/O bandwidth, CPU and RAM usage are plotted respectively. In the network
plots, while hard to see, incoming bandwidth is negligible on the master and worker 2
(flat orange and blue lines around 0) nodes compared to worker 1, whereas the outgo-
ing bandwidth is negligible on both worker nodes (flat grey and blue lines around 0)
compared to the master.

To avoid cluttering the plots too much, mean values are provided in the figure captions
of each plot. While there are multiple relatively high peaks visible in most of the plots,
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Figure 4: Plot showing the CPU usage as a percentage of total system CPU on each
node over time. Mean values: Master - 0.3%, Worker 1 - 2.5%, Worker 2 - 0.4%.

looking at the mean values indicates that overall the values remain lower than the plots
may lead on.

Figure 5: Plot showing the memory usage as a percentage of total system RAM on each
node over time. Mean values: Master - 0.8%, Worker 1 - 2.5%, Worker 2 - 1.9%.

6.2 Improvement results

Starting with the strong scaling result in figure 6, the plot shows the time taken for each
of the different runs in the different HIO setups and over increasing image size. The
resulting processing time of the two static setups (orange and grey) are directly from the
plot in [5, Fig. 6]. The blue line corresponds to the dynamic setup test, and the boxes
indicate how many PEs and worker VMs were used during the run. Plot courtesy of
Salman Toor.

Next up is the result from the container distribution tests presented in figure 7. The plots
show how PEs were allocated across the worker VMs throughout the runs. In the caption
is also listed the execution time for each different run, but the difference between runs
after the initial run is very small both in terms of number of PEs and execution time.
Again, plots courtesy of Salman Toor.
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Figure 6: The plot of the strong scaling test results, showing the time taken to send the
full image sets for the different HIO setups and increasing image sizes. Auto-scaling
here means HIO with the IRM extension (setup i from section 5.3).

6.3 Bin packing performance results

The first set of plots show the results from the reference run for the bin packing per-
formance tests. Figures 8 to 12 show the 3D utilization plot, the CPU utilization per
worker, error in bin space vs measured CPU, worker overhead and average CPU usage
per PE docker image respectively. The color of each worker/bin line in the CPU usage
plot corresponds to the same color in the error plots within each experiment, e.g. dark
orange represents Worker 4 - Bin 2 in the reference run CPU utilization and error plots
(figures 9 and 10 respectively).

The 3D utilization plot and CPU utilization per worker plot are created from the same
data source, showing the CPU usage in two different forms. The 3D plot provides a
better view of the spatial distribution of the CPU usage, while the 2D plot depicts the
utilization levels in a more readable fashion. The data was downsampled for plotting the
3D bar chart plots by a factor of 15, each column representing the mean of the respective
section, in order to make the plot more readable.

The error plot shows the error in how much CPU is used in the bin packing view com-
pared to the measured actual CPU usage on the workers. Positive and negative error
means that the bin packing manager overestimates and underestimates the CPU usage
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Figure 7: Plots (a)-(e) showing the PE distribution over the workers for the five runs of
the distribution test. The total execution times and max PEs used are noted below each
plot.
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respectively.

As there is a great number of plots for all experiment runs, appendix A shows the ad-
ditional experiment results which are not presented in this section. There are an addi-
tional ten runs to the reference run, in the appendix labelled as init reference (figure 13)
run{1-9} (figures 14 to 22). The init reference run marks the experiment with the same
parameters as the reference run, but the container images were not downloaded to the
worker VMs at start.

Figure 8: The CPU usage over time across all bins as seen from two different angles
(note opposing angles, hence time axis is flipped).

Figure 9: The CPU usage over time per worker according to the bin space of the corre-
sponding worker.
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Figure 10: The error between CPU usage by bin space and measured CPU usage on the
workers, per worker over time.

Figure 11: The number of active and target workers and the number of bins needed
according to the IRM over time.
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Figure 12: The value of the average CPU usage characteristic per container image over
time.

7 Discussion and result analysis

With the results and plots in consideration, we now evaluate the IRM extension. Be-
ginning with the objectives in section 2.1, the system should achieve a high resource
utilization level, a minimal overhead of workers should be kept readily available as a
buffer and the IRM extension should not degrade the performance capabilities of HIO.

A good first indication regarding the impact of the IRM is the stability plots in figures 4
and 5. As can be seen in these plots the CPU and memory usage is very low on average,
especially on the master node. Despite the occasional surges of increased CPU intensity
the overall load of the system remained within a tolerable level. One problem that is
possibly indicated by the memory plot is that the state of HIO is kept in RAM, and
this is a continuously growing data structure, however this is intrinsic of the current
HIO model and not a part of the IRM extension. Based on this result we consider the
objective of not interfering with the HIO master node as reached.

Next we will consider the goal of keeping the worker overhead. While the test environ-
ment used for the bin packing performance tests only hosted a worker pool of 4 workers,
looking at the worker overhead plots in both the reference run result (figure 11) and the
runs shown in appendix A there is a clear overhead of target workers over the number
of bins. As mentioned in section 5, HIO is limited to the number of workers in this test
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environment, thus the number of active workers does not follow the target number of
workers above this limit, but other than that it closely follows the number of bins and
does so without lag. While this simulation of scaling the workers does not take into
account the time taken to start worker VMs, we can argue that the overhead objective
is also reached. Since the bin packing outcome includes PE requests that are scheduled
based on the ROC of incoming streaming requests, it is fair to say that the overhead
takes into account the changes in hosting requests.

Finally, to address the CPU utilization goal we turn to the CPU utilization and error
plots. An intuitive way to think of it is reading the peak levels in the CPU utilization
plots, which indicate how much bin space is used in each container and, in theory, how
much of the CPU is utilized on each worker. For example, in figure 9 we can see that
during the reference run the plot peaks generally lie above 90% when the workers are
full. However, in the corresponding error plot (figure 10) we can see that this view may
be too optimistic. The errors indicate that there is a discrepancy in the CPU usage by
bin space used versus the measured CPU level on the actual worker.

One possible explanation of these errors could be that the bin space is updated to re-
flect the actual CPU usage too slowly or inaccurately. Running PEs are represented by
packed bin items, and while the CPU usage may change at runtime the bin item size
is not changed during this running state, a decision with the motivation that this would
disrupt the bin packing algorithm since item sizes may grow or shrink abruptly. This
means that at certain times, for example while a PE is scheduled to start but not yet ini-
tialized, the PE takes up bin space but does not use the CPU. This explanation matches
the positive spikes in the error graph as well, which seemingly are in line with when the
CPU usage in the bins go up.

In addition, the error indicates that the bin packing manager also underestimates the
CPU usage at certain times, where the measured CPU usage is greater than the CPU
usage of the bin item. This can be explained as when a PE self-terminates, due to
the exit mechanism the bin item corresponding to that PE is removed while the actual
container is still shutting down. This may lead to the reduced usage in bin space while
the measured CPU usage has not reduced, resulting in a negative difference. Again,
this theory explains the behaviour of the negative spikes seen in the plots, which mostly
coincide with moments where the bin space changes from decreasing to increasing. This
is true both in the reference run plots and the plots available in the appendix.

With the errors in consideration, we conclude that the bin packing manager of the IRM
extension still schedules CPU resources in a near-optimal way, keeping the utilization
largely above 90%, but with room for improvement in the methods for measuring the
utilization. Thus the usage optimization objective is also considered reached. Next
we further investigate the performance of the bin packing implementation, followed by
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the influence of the configuration parameters.

7.1 Bin packing performance in general

Having evaluated the objectives, we now analyze the results of the bin packing per-
formance tests to determine how well the actual bin packing manager is performing.
The errors between the bin space and actual CPU usage have already been mentioned,
but another important part to evaluate is the correctness of the implementation of the
algorithm itself.

According to the First-Fit algorithm, the desired behaviour is to fill the bins starting from
the lowest index. Looking at the plots from both the reference run and the additional
runs, in particular the 3D plots, it is clearly visible that the bin packing manager selects
the lower index bins first and fills them as much as possible before filling the higher
index bins. This means that the algorithm behaves as expected.

There seems to be some variance in how well it performs however, as can be seen in
several of the 3D plots for the additional runs. In some of the plots the amount of bin
space used among workers with higher bin index is notably greater than in other runs.
This is in contrast to for example the reference run in which the workload is focused
to the lower index workers. It makes sense that tweaking the IRM parameters will
impact the performance of the system, including the bin packing efficiency, but this is
something to be aware of.

Another metric to evaluate is the accuracy of the average CPU usage characteristic,
which is the basis for the bin item size. As mentioned in section 5, the worker VMs
during the tests had 8 VCPUs, meaning that 100% usage on one core translates to 12.5%
system CPU usage. Based on the PE container images used for the test, all PEs should
use this amount of CPU while actively processing stream requests. Figure 12 shows
the plot of this characteristic from the reference run, demonstrating how it changes over
time. From the plot, we can tell that the average CPU characteristic for all the different
PE images start out around the expected 12.5%.

However, interestingly enough the characteristic of the PE image with the shorter run-
ning time, dark blue in the reference run plot, seems to shrink over time. This is not a
desirable behaviour, since the bin packing manager will underestimate the required CPU
resources for that PE. A possible explanation is that there is a timeout period between a
PE finishing a streaming request and self-terminating if no new requests arrive in time,
during which the CPU activity will be close to none. During this time the CPU usage
is still measured, and when that timeout period is long compared to the total execution
time of a stream request, the inactivity of that period will contribute to the average CPU
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usage over time and drag down the characteristic.

Looking at the plots from the additional runs listed in the appendix, for example fig-
ures 16, 18, 19 and 22, it is clear that this behaviour is not always present. Shortening
the timeout period for example should in theory remedy this issue, which is the case in
these runs.

The impact of having to download the PE docker images is also important to note. As
seen in figure 13, the IRM quickly schedules PEs on all workers in order to cope with
an increasing stream message queue, while the PEs themselves are not started. This
results both in a larger error in the beginning, and more usage of the higher index bins
throughout the entire test. While the error improves over time, the IRM still overshoots
and schedules many more bins compared to the reference run in figure 11. While hard to
say how the performance would change over time in a longer period than the half-hour
test runs, it looks as if the IRM is quite negatively impacted by having to download sev-
eral docker images at the same time. It is unavoidable to have to download a container
image the first time it is requested in a stream request, however it becomes important
for users to design images that are smaller in size and thus faster to download.

In terms of streaming throughput, the strong scaling plot in figure 6 shows that the ad-
dition of the IRM extension to HIO did not directly improve the throughput compared
to having multiple static workers and PEs. The time taken to stream all the images in-
creased with the auto-sacling setup commpared to the static setup with 15 PEs, while it
remained faster than the static setup with only five PEs. However, an important differ-
ence is that during the entire test only one worker was utilized out of the available five,
meaning that the resources were used more efficiently to handle the same workload.

Furthermore, the strong scaling plot indicates that the execution time increases as the
image size grows, and a plausible explanation is that currently the IRM does not take
into account other resources than CPU usage. Thus, since the increasing image sizes
makes the problem a network bound problem, the increase in processing time is the
expected behaviour. In theory the network usage becomes the bottleneck, and adding
other resources such as network bandwidth to the bin packing algorithm should arguably
improve the performance.

The container distribution plots in figure 7 show that the throughput of the PEs drasti-
cally improve already after the first run, by nearly 80%, which indicates that the IRM
needs time to build up the average CPU usage characteristic. However, this drastic im-
provement is a bit optimistic if we consider that the default cpu share was set to 0.5,
meaning that fewer PEs could be scheduled initially, even though the actual CPU usage
should have been around 12.5%. This experiment also shows that under a constant load,
the PEs do not self-terminate which means that the updated usage characteristics do not
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get applied to new PEs while system resources are at full capacity.

7.2 Influence of IRM parameters

In order to get a better understanding of how the various parameters of the IRM system
affect the behaviour, we investigate the different results from the test runs listed in ap-
pendix A. As mentioned in section 5.4, a selection of these parameters were changed
from the values in the reference run, and in the plots created from these runs there are
notable differences from the reference run behaviour.

One of the most apparent changes are between plots with different values of the param-
eter default cpu share, which was tested with values 0.125 (reference), 0.1 (figure 18)
and 0.2 (figures 16 and 19). The lower value resulted in a more efficient bin space us-
age, with most of the work being done on only the first worker, while the higher value
resulted in the opposite, the IRM scheduling more jobs across all workers.

Having a shorter container idle timeout resulted in visibly less changes to the average
CPU usage characteristic (figures 15, 16, 19 and 22), as previously mentioned. Although
it’s difficult to isolate the cause to different changes, the error plots also have fewer
negative spikes in most of these test runs, a possible result of the average CPU usage
being more accurate.

Even though some of the test runs with modified parameters have visibly different plots
for the various metrics, we conclude that more test runs need to be conducted with iso-
lated changes and averaged results in order to more accurately determine the parameter
effects on the IRM. With the exception of the two aforementioned parameters, it is too
uncertain to try to relate the differences in behaviour to the parameter change that caused
it based on the current data.

8 Conclusion

During this thesis project an intelligent resource management component was imple-
mented as an extension of the data stream processing framework HarmonicIO. The re-
source manager was based on the First-Fit bin packing algorithm, with the intention of
optimizing the CPU usage of containers running on virtual machines, modelling these
as bin items and bins respectively. Three main objectives were set for this extension;
the resource manager should keep CPU usage on workers above 90%, should keep an
overhead of workers ready for sudden load increases and should not notably impact the
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performance of HarmonicIO. Testing the implementation with workloads in a simulated
environment showed that these goals were satisfied but with room for further improve-
ment. The general stability and performance was also evaluated, showing promising
improvements in resource utilization compared to HarmonicIO without this resource
manager.

9 Future work

Overall, the objectives have been met for the implementation of this extension of HIO,
and the resulting performance is promising, but looking forward there are several areas
that need improving and further testing and analysis of the IRM system needs to be
done.

One of the first improvements coming to mind is extending the bin packing problem to
multiple dimensions, where more resources such as memory usage, network bandwidth
and more can be added to the optimization problem. This has been the major delimi-
tation for the scope of this thesis project, as the added complexity would require more
time than available. The benefit in terms of resource usage optimization would be great,
as tasks requiring different resource kinds could be collocated on the same worker to
better utilize the VMs while not throttling the performance of one another. For exam-
ple, the behaviour of the strong scaling plot in figure 6 would in theory be avoided, as
the network bandwidth would be taken into account by the IRM.

Another idea for further development is to investigate combining the IRM system with
some kind of worker-based controllers that more accurately monitor and also predict the
resource usage, similarly to the work by Kalyvianaki et al. using Kalman filters for this
purpose [12]. This was briefly mentioned in section 2 as the combination of problems I
and II.

As already mentioned, the tests that were performed with modified IRM parameter val-
ues were not enough to draw solid conclusions of how the parameters affect the be-
haviour and performance, and this needs to be investigated in more detail. For one, it
would be desirable to find out whether any of and how the parameters could reduce
the error between bin space and used CPU, or how the distribution of PEs can be fo-
cused even better to the lower index bins. Even more interesting would be to apply real
test scenarios based on actual data streaming applications and evaluating how the IRM
extension performs, something that was beyond the scope of this project.

While two bin packing algorithms were mentioned, only the First-Fit algorithm was im-
plemented in the interest of time. It may be interesting to investigate other algorithms as
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well, such as the mentioned Almost-Worst-Fit algorithm. This may depend on whether
the bin packing problem is brought to multiple dimensions or not, but it would still be
interesting to see whether the algorithm has an impact on the performance. As men-
tioned in section 3.3.1 there are possibly differences in the distribution of wasted space,
which may provide improved performance if the bins are not packed as tightly and there
is some leeway for bin items to expand.
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A Additional plots from bin packing performance
results

In this appendix the bin packing performance plots other than the reference run are all
shown. They are grouped per run, where each run has either different IRM parameters
set or different initial conditions, which are described in the figure captions.



Figure 13: Plots from the init reference run, where docker images of PEs were not
available locally on workers initially.



Figure 14: Plots from run 1. Different parameters: scaleup waiting time = 5.



Figure 15: Plots from run 2. Different parameters: container idle timeout = 2,
scaleup waiting time = 5.



Figure 16: Plots from run 3. Different parameters: default cpu share = 0.2,
container idle timeout = 2, scaleup waiting time = 5.



Figure 17: Plots from run 4. Different parameters: packing interval = 2.



Figure 18: Plots from run 5. Different parameters: default cpu share = 0.1.



Figure 19: Plots from run 6. Different parameters: default cpu share = 0.2,
container idle timeout = 2.



Figure 20: Plots from run 7. Different parameters: container request TTL = 5.



Figure 21: Plots from run 8. Different parameters: profiling interval = 2,
report interval = 5.



Figure 22: Plots from run 9. Different parameters: profiling interval = 2,
container idle timeout = 2.
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